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Omi laughed, “Wang Qi came to Martial Island this time, all his brothers came with him, I just went over 

and killed nine of Wang Qi’s brothers while he was flying up into the air for a duel with the Martial Island 

Lord, hahaha.” 

 

“What.”Xiaomeng was shocked. 

 

“Yes, killed nine of them, all of them were split in half, the way they died wouldn’t be any better than 

the Yi Tianxing couple, and Wei Sakura Gentle.”Omi said with a cold gaze. 

 

“Well, kill them all.”. 

 

“Now there are only three of them left, all three of them are at the second level of the Unity Realm 

Great Perfection, their realms are higher than mine, I don’t have full confidence to kill them all, so I’ll 

simply save them for the next kill, so that they can bring a message to Wang Qi.” 

 “After the duel, Wang Qi will be very happy to see his brothers almost dead after the duel, I really want 

to see his expression.”Xu Mei Qian said. 

 

Liona said, “Maybe Wang Qi will die today, can’t you see that Wang Qi is no match for the Martial 

Islander?” 

 

Only then did Omi look into the sky, and sure enough, it seemed that Wang Qi was not on the same level 

at all and was being played by the Martial Forest Island Lord. 

Omi was shocked, “The Martial Forest Island Lord is so powerful, Wang Qi is not a match at all.Worthy of 

being the third strongest person in the world, Wang Qi challenging him is truly arrogant and 

ungrateful.With such a lack of self-knowledge, he is bound to be ridiculed.” 

 



In the sky, the Martial Island Lord had become impatient and said, “Wang Qi, this is the last chance I’ll 

give you, if you don’t show your crushing skills, don’t blame me for being rude, you don’t deserve to 

fight me at all.” 

 

“Phew.”Wang Qi exhaled a deep breath and gritted his teeth, “Fine, then come on.” Remember the URL 

.kanshu8.net 

 

The Martial Islander was ready to defend with all his might, he thought that Wang Qi was so arrogant 

that his pressure should be very strong. 

 

Wang Qi slowly pulled out a thick kitchen knife from his waist. 

 

The Wulin Island Lord saw him pull out the kitchen knife and his brows furrowed. 

 

“Buzz.”Wang Qi ton slashed at the Martial Forest Island Lord, the knife was as powerful as opening the 

heavens and the earth, and it was Wang Qi’s strongest power. 

 

The Wulin Island Lord couldn’t take his eyes off the kitchen knife as it chopped towards his head. 

 

Just at the moment when it was about to chop at his head, the Martial Forest Island Lord exhaled and 

reached out his hand to grab the cleaver. 

 

“Ah.”Wang Qi saw that his earth-shattering chop was, surprisingly, grabbed by the Martial Forest 

Islander, and the unprecedented scene almost made him fall over. 

 

“No, that’s impossible.”Wang Qi looked at the knife in the Martial Forest Islander’s hand and hissed 

unacceptably. 

 

The Martial Forest Island Lord snorted, “What do you mean you threw me a cleaver?” 



 

“Me.”Wang Qi’s heart was so depressed, his shocking slash that he thought could split the island master 

in half was actually said by him, what does it mean to throw a kitchen knife at him. 

 

This was the most ruthless blow to this strongest slash of Wang Qi. 

 

The Martial Island Lord hummed again, “Don’t tell me that this kitchen knife you threw at me is your 

pressure base.If it is, then I’ll definitely beat you up today for wasting my time and insulting me with 

such an inferior technique.” 

 

“You.” 

 

“Say, is this your pressure bottom technique?”The Wulin Island Lord roared in anger, thinking that he 

was so crazy, did he possess superb bottom-pressing kung fu, but as a result, it was such a small gadget 

that made the Wulin Island Lord feel like he was being teased. 

 

Unbelievable Wang Qi, suddenly drew out another knife and struck down at the Island Lord again, this 

knife was far more powerful than the one he had just used! 

 

, it could be said that he poured out all his strength. 

 

However, in the next second, he saw another kitchen knife in the Martial Islander’s hand, exactly what 

he had just chopped out. 

 

“Ahhhhh.”Wang Qi found it hard to accept this reality and roared out in pain. 

 

On the ground, there was already a lot of discussion. 

 



“Wow, the Martial Island Lord is really strong.” 

 

“Tsk tsk, when Wang Qi and the old master of the Famous Sword Villa, in the end, it was such a blade 

technique that split the old master in half, but now, Wang Qi’s same blade technique, even far stronger 

than the original one, yet he was caught in the hands of the island master twice in a row, tsk tsk, strong, 

strong.” 

 

“The mysterious Martial Island Master, really powerful, no wonder no one has dared to be rude in 

Martial Island all this time, tsk tsk.” 

 

“Wang Qi thought he had defeated the Old Villa Master, so he didn’t know how to be ignorant and came 

to provoke the Island Master, what ignorance, now he’s been beaten in the face, hahaha.” 

 

Similarly, at this moment, Omi was also trembling with fear, the two slashes Wang Qi had just sent out 

were several times more powerful than when he was in the Ten Thousand Beast Forest, moreover, Omi 

currently believed himself to be unable to reach Wang Qi’s level, yet the Martial Forest Island Master 

had easily grabbed it, this strength was not on the same level at all. 

 

If Omi dueled with the Island Lord, I’m afraid it would be even worse, as Omi’s realm was lower than 

Wang Qi’s, and his will to kill might not be stronger than Wang Qi’s. 

 

In the sky, the Martial Island Lord already knew that this Wang Qi didn’t challenge him at all and was 

completely self-righteous, ungrateful and wasting his world. 

 

“Pah.”Using the back of his kitchen knife, the Martial Forest Islander slapped Wang Qi’s face, and 

suddenly, one side of his face was swollen. 

 

“Pah.” 

 



“Pa, pa, pa.”The Wulin Island Lord slapped the knife a dozen times in a row, and when it stopped, both 

sides of Wang Qi’s face were completely swollen, looking like a different person. 

 

The Wulin Island Lord said, “Wang Qi, you don’t have the strength, yet you provoked me, wasting my 

time and tossing everyone to come here, wasting everyone’s time, I originally wanted to kill you, but 

since you’re also a strong man and your talent is still good, I won’t kill you.The heavens have good 

virtues, and I’m also approaching the end of my time, this world always needs strong people to 

stimulate the progress of mankind, so I won’t kill you, not because I’m kind, do you understand?” 

 

“Ahhhh.”Wang Qi touched his face, swollen like a pig’s head, and roared as he heard the mocking 

sounds of the ground. 

 

“Wang Qi, do you understand what I’m saying?”The Martial Island Lord roared at once. 

 

The powerful and unparalleled momentum suddenly woke Wang Qi up. 

 

“Understood yet?” 

 

“Understood.”Wang Qi lowered his head and said, vowing inwardly that one day, he would kill this 

Island Lord, and as long as he waited until he stepped into the peak of the Unity Realm Great Perfection, 

he swore he could do it. 

 

The Martial Island Lord seemed to understand what Wang Qi was thinking, and hummed, “Wang Qi, I 

have to admit, you are indeed a rare genius and strong man, if you step into the peak of the Unity Realm 

Great Perfection, you really have the ability to challenge me, or even directly surpass me, unfortunately, 

I may not have the chance to wait for you, just get out.” 

 

“Roll, and from now on, you are not allowed to set foot in my Martial Island for half a step.” 

 

“Yes.” 



 

Wang Qi flew to the ground in ashes. 

 

However, Wang Qi suddenly saw the ground, his three brothers, were kneeling on the ground, howling 

and crying, there were at least seven or eight corpses on the ground split in two, dying extremely 

miserably. 

 

Wang Qi’s face changed and he rushed down, shouting, “What’s going on?Say, what’s going on.” 
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Wang Qi was, at the moment, completely stupid, and he didn’t have the heart to think about the 

miserable defeat to the Martial Forest Islander right now. 

 

What happened on the ground also suddenly caught everyone’s attention, including the Martial Forest 

Island Master in the sky. 

 

The Martial Forest Island Lord who was about to leave couldn’t help but stay. 

 

“What’s going on?Why did those people die so badly?Who are those people?”The Wulin Island Lord 

muttered in his heart, but he didn’t pay any further attention and quickly turned around and walked 

away. 

 

On the ground, one of Wang Qi’s remaining brothers cried, “Big brother, it was Omi, Omi killed him, 

woah, he also told me to tell you to wash your neck and wait for him, he’ll kill us all, woah, big brother, 

our brothers, it’s so miserable to die, big brother, Omi is really trying to drive us all to extinction.” 

 

Wang Qi hissed and yelled, “Omi, come out, you have the guts to confront me, come out.” 

 



Wang Qi’s eyes were blood red, he had already lost to the Wulin Island Master and lost all his face, and 

now he had killed nine brothers, this kind of anger was not something ordinary people could experience, 

if Omi was in front of him, he would definitely suck Omi’s blood dry, this revenge was not common. 

 

Omi was at the hillside villa and heard Wang Qi’s yell, in fact the entire Martial Arts Academy heard 

Wang Qi’s yell. 

 

Everyone surrounded it, seeing the corpses on the ground and discussing. 

 

“Omi?Is it the Omi who killed his two brothers in the Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts?” 

 

“Isn’t Don Omi dead?” One second to remember to read the book 

 

“Is it really true that Don Omi has returned with a vengeance?” 

 

“Omi killed nine of Wang Qi’s brothers in such a short period of time, tsk tsk, it seems that Omi not only 

didn’t die, but his strength has risen wildly.” 

 

“This Wang Qi’s eyes are red, his brothers have been killed one by one by Omi, I heard that half a month 

ago in Wangjing City of the Yanhuang Empire, four more brothers died, and it was also so miserable, 

now only three brothers are left, tsk tsk.” 

 

“However, this can’t be blamed on Omi, everyone knows that Wang Qi ran into Omi and his mercenary 

team who entered the Ten Thousand Beast Forest for training back then, they were the ones who killed 

Omi and his brothers first, and now, it’s just Omi’s revenge.But Omi’s revenge is really ruthless enough.” 

 

After Wang Qi hissed with red eyes, he didn’t see Omi come out, but instead had people from all 

directions come over to watch. 

 



Wang Qi continued hissing, “Omi, you shrinking turtle, don’t you want revenge?Come out, I’m right 

here, turtle bastard.” 

 

Halfway up the mountain, Omi was already very upset at being scolded for shrinking his head, a turtle. 

 

Xiao Meng was busy stopping Omi: “It’s not the right time yet.” 

 

“But I can’t be a shrinking turtle either.” 

 

“He deliberately used provocative methods, can’t you even see this, he just had a duel with the Martial 

Forest Islander, the Martial Forest Islander didn’t hurt him at all, plus he’s under a very angry condition, 

his strength is definitely not something you can fight against right now, brother Omi, don’t do anything 

you’re not sure of, what happened in the Ten Thousand Beast Forest tells us that God doesn’t favor 

anyone.” 

 

“Alright.” 

 

/> Omi didn’t get irritated by Wang Qi and then lose his mind and rush out. 

 

However, Omi wouldn’t be a shrinking turtle either, so Omi immediately used a sound technique to 

spread his voice: “Hahaha, hahaha.” 

 

Wang Qi, who was red-eyed, suddenly heard a loud laugh, this voice was exactly Omi’s, however, this 

voice could not be heard from any corner, it felt like it could be from all directions, any place. 

 

This was Omi’s use of a special sound technique, others could only hear the sound, but not from where 

it came from, and the sound spread extremely widely, so the entire Martial Arts Academy could hear 

Omi’s laughter from every corner. 

 



Completely hearing the sound of Omi’s laughter, he became even more furiously grasping. 

 

“Omi, you get out of here.”Wang Qi shouted, his voice also spread throughout the entire Martial Arts 

Academy, unfortunately, Wang Qi’s voice could be heard at once from which corner, he didn’t know 

Omi’s technique for this kind of voice. 

 

Omi said, “Wang Qi, have you seen your brother?It’s crackling, it’s in half, it’s like slaughtering a pig, 

splitting it in half from head to crotch, see, how does it feel?” 

 

“Yah yah.”Wang Qi jumped up in anger, this taste was really unbearable, Omi also deliberately irritated 

him, but he didn’t know from which place the voice came out. 

 

At this moment, at the edge of the Martial Academy, the Martial Island Lord, who was originally leaving, 

stopped and said, “What a great sound transmission method, this kind of sound transmission method 

that is only heard but not seen has been lost for countless years, how come there are still people today, 

what is that Omi, what is his origin.” 

 

The village chief of Tianxia Village was busy saying, “Master, Omi used to be a genius student at the 

Martial Academy, now, he’s only in his twenties, but his strength has already reached the first level of 

the Unity Realm Great Perfection.Two years ago, Omi and his friends were training in the Forest of Ten 

Thousand Beasts and ran into the King’s Mercenaries, also not because of anything, the leader of the 

King’s Mercenaries, namely Wang Qi, killed three of Omi’s partners, Omi’s whereabouts were also 

unknown, and later it was rumored that he died.However, now he has suddenly appeared and started to 

take revenge for the feud back then.” 

 

“So that’s how it is, this person reached the Unity Realm Great Perfection in his twenties, is it true or 

false?Could it be a rumor?To think that I was only eighty years old back then, I only reached the Unity 

Realm Great Perfection.” 

 

“Master, of course it’s true, not only Omi, that Wang Qi is also a legend, Wang Qi is only less than forty 

years old this year, and has already reached the third level of the Unity Realm Great Perfection, and 

even killed the old master of the Famous Sword Villa.Omi and Wang Qi, both of them are the most 



outstanding geniuses in the world, but unfortunately, they do not share the same hatred.”The village 

chief of Tianxia Village said. 

 

Lin Bai, the village head of the Novice Village, said, “Jin Daoist, how do you know that Omi has reached 

the Unity Realm Grand Perfection?” 

 

“Haha, I won’t lie to you, I met with Omi ten days ago.That’s right, ten days ago, Omi wanted to pay his 

respects to you, Master, but he couldn’t find you, so he went to find his elder brother and me, but we 

didn’t bring him to you.” 

 

The Martial Island Lord said, “This Omi, if he is really in his twenties, then, he can be said to be the first 

such genius in our world, ever, in the history of the world, in the future, his achievements are boundless, 

maybe, he will be, the first to surpass the innate since the beginning of time, Jin Daoist, make an 

appointment for me, I want to meet him.” 


